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For the past decade the Current In-Plane Tunneling (CIPT) technique [1] has been the metrology of choice for 

characterization of un-patterned magnetic tunnel junctions (MTJ). In this technique a theoretical model is fitted 

to a series of 4-point measurements obtained with different electrode pitches, to extract the transfer length 

λ~RA½ characteristic of the MTJ and in turn calculate the resistance-area product (RA) and the derived 

tunneling magnetoresistance (TMR). 

The CIPT technique is most commonly used for characterization of MTJ used for either MRAM or hard disc read 

heads for which the typical MTJ transfer length is in the range 0.5 µm to 5 µm. Usually measurements are 

performed with micro 12-point probes (see insert in Fig. 1) with electrode pitch ranging from 1.5 to 8 µm, and 

restrictions on the probe dimensions limit the dynamic range of the method. As previously demonstrated 

positioning errors of the electrical contacts constitutes the dominant source of errors for 4-point probe 

measurements at this length scale [2]. 

Here we demonstrate how the dynamic range and precision of the CIPT technique can be greatly improved by 

implementation of position correction strategies. Two such strategies have been proposed to lower the effect 

of positional errors of 4-point measurements on single sheet thin films by utilization of dual-configuration 

resistance measurements [3,4]. One of the proposed strategies is the van der Pauw correction modified for 

collinear 4-point probes, whereas the second strategy is a first order approximation thereof. 

We provide a comparative study of the two CIPT strategies and the uncorrected single-configuration standard 

method. Monte Carlo simulations are carried out to evaluate the measurement precision and accuracy of RA ( 

Fig. 1) and TMR from experimentally determined electrode position errors [2] and electronic noise. We find 

that a modified van der Pauw correction systematically gives the best measurement precision and dynamic 

range and verify our finding by applying the methods to experimental data from more than 6000 individual MTJ 

measurements. 

 

Figure 1: Monte Carlo simulation of CIPT measurement precision vs. transfer length using a standard micro 12-

point probe (see insert). 
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